DLBX Series DVR Lockbox

- Optimized to handle the active or passive thermal management needs of digital video recorders and other digital equipment
- Extensive cable management includes tie points, EKOs and cable pass-throughs
- Mounts vertically or horizontally to the wall, also can be used as a monitoring shelf
- Configurable thermal management system includes two fans, and can be set up to accommodate the needs of any DVR or NVR
- Optional proportional speed thermostatic fan control ensures fan only runs when needed, reducing maintenance requirements and noise
- Mechanically interlocking top provides added security yet removes easily for equipment servicing
- Standard keylocked solid hinging front door allows easy equipment access
- 100 lb. weight capacity

EIA compliant 19” DVR lockbox shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # DLBX. Overall dimensions shall be 23.87” W x 11.34” H x 28.24” D. Lockbox shall be constructed of fully welded 16-gauge steel. Mechanically interlocking top provides added security and removes easily for equipment servicing. Shall come with 2 - 4-1/2” fans, for effective thermal management. Rack shall have 1/2”, 3/4” 1” and 1-1/2” electrical knockouts and 2” x 4” laser knockouts for cable pass through on back, bottom, and sides. Comes equipped with factory installed keylocked vented hinging front door for easy equipment access. DLBX shall be GREENGUARD Gold Certified. DLBX shall be manufactured by an ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 registered company. Lockbox shall be warranted to be free from defects in material or workmanship under normal use and conditions for the lifetime of the lockbox. Fans shall be warranted to be free from defects in material or workmanship under normal use and conditions for a period of 3 years.

Customizable specification clips available at middleatlantic.com

options:
- Pair of wall mount brackets shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # DLBX-WM
- Rackrail shall be 11-gauge, 10-32 threaded, sold in pairs, Middle Atlantic Products model # DLBX-RR5 (5 space)
- Security kit shall be Middle Atlantic Products model #DLBX-FSK
- Proportional speed thermostatic fan controller with 2-15 amp outlets shall be Middle Atlantic Products model # FC-2-215-1CA
DLBX Series
basic dimensions

all dimensions in inches unless otherwise noted (all dimensions in brackets are in millimeters)

Front view
(front face removed for clarity)

Rear view
optional FC-2-215-1CA proportional speed thermostatic fan control
2x .50 x 0.75 KD
2x 2.0 x 4.0 KD

2 fans, ball bearing 115V., 95 CFM
optional DLBX-RR5 (SSP rackrail 1” and 2.25” setback)

Left side view

2x .50” dia. x 75” dia.
EKO (both sides)

Top view
(top removed for clarity)

Front view
key lock

Right side view

Bottom view

2x .281” dia. for DLBX-WM (wall mount brkt)
2x 1.0” dia. x 1.5” dia. EKO
2x 2.0” x 4.0” LKO

Top view
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26.86 [682]
depth w/out FC-2-215-1CA (1” set back)
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depth w/ FC-2-215-1CA (1” set back)
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Optional wall mount bracket (DLBX-WM)


column| Height | Width | Depth |
---|---|---|---|
Overall | 11.34 [288] | 23.87 [606] | 28.24 [717] |

what great systems are built on.™